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Aptar’s greatest impact on 

society comes from the benefits 

our products and solutions 

provide. We transform and 

enhance everyday user 

experiences and in some cases, 

even save lives.”

STEPHAN TANDA

APTAR PRESIDENT & CEO
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Comparison of cumulative five-year total returns

1 The above graph assumes an investment of $100 as of Dec. 31, 2017 

in AptarGroup common stock (at prices quoted on the New York Stock 

Exchange) and each of the indices as of the market close and the 

reinvestment of dividends on a quarterly basis. 
2 Excludes acquisitions and currency effects.
3 Adjusted EBITDA (earnings before net interest, taxes, depreciation and 

amortization) excludes restructuring initiatives, net realized investment gain/

loss, transaction costs related to acquisitions, and non-recurring purchase 

accounting adjustments.
4 ROIC (return on invested capital) = adjusted earnings before net interest 

and taxes, less tax effect / average capital (average of beginning of year 

and end of year capital) [capital = equity plus debt less cash].
5 Cash dividends paid / adjusted earnings per share.
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Energized for the Future

DEAR SHAREHOLDERS,  

I am pleased to share our highlights from 2022 – a year of great progress for Aptar despite continued challenges 

and change throughout the world. We took key steps to move the business forward, with an eye toward long-

term profitability and success.    

One important step was the strategic realignment of two of our three segments. As of January 2023, our 

segments are Aptar Pharma, which was unchanged by the realignment, Aptar Beauty and Aptar Closures.  

The strategic realignment of our closures and non-pharma complex multi-component dispensing solutions will 

benefit Aptar in several key areas. It strengthens our market position in both Aptar Closures and Aptar Beauty 

by aligning us more closely to the way our customers are structured and the way they purchase our products, 

which better positions us to enter new end-use markets for our closure technologies. The realignment also 

enables bottom-line improvements by capturing efficiencies and streamlining operations and increases capital 

efficiencies by leveraging common assets.

We are fortunate to be guided through the realignment by proven leaders in our businesses. Hedi Tlili is leading 

Aptar Closures and Marc Prieur is leading Aptar Beauty, each of whom has broad experience across Aptar, 

including deep knowledge of their respective markets. Through the realignment, we look forward to better 

serving our customers and continuing to position Aptar for long-term, profitable growth.

We achieved top line growth in each segment with core sales* up 9%, resulting in annual sales of $3.3 billion. 

We returned over $190 million to shareholders through dividends and the repurchase of over 860,000 shares for 

$92.1 million. 2022 was our 29th consecutive year paying an increased annual total dividend.

Our efforts and commitment to being a sustainability leader and good corporate citizen continue to be 

recognized. We ranked #15 on America’s Most Responsible Companies 2023 by Newsweek, including #1 in the 

Materials & Chemicals category, as well as #70 on the World’s Top Female-Friendly Companies 2022 by Forbes. 

At the start of 2023, we again achieved the EcoVadis Platinum level rating in recognition of our sustainability 

efforts. In France, the country where we have our largest footprint, Le Point, a leading weekly news magazine, 

recognized us as “One of the Most Responsible Companies in France”. I am proud of the Aptar team, our 

continued progress in 2022 and the opportunities we have created for 2023 and beyond.

SEGMENT RESULTS (REPORTED BASED ON THE STRUCTURE IN PLACE  
THROUGHOUT 2022 AND 2021)

Our Aptar Pharma segment reported that net sales increased approximately 6% in 2022 to $1.36 billion 

compared to $1.28 billion in 2021. Core sales increased 13% compared to the prior year, with the majority of 

core sales growth due to higher product sales volumes. Additionally, pricing pass-through increases were more 

than able to offset lower tooling sales during 2022. Core sales of our products to the prescription drug market 

increased due to strong demand for our allergic rhinitis and asthma devices. We also had strong sales of our 

products for emergency medical applications in the prescription drug market. Core sales growth in consumer 

healthcare was driven by higher demand for  nasal decongestant, saline rinses and cough and cold solutions, 

due to higher incidents of cold and flu during 2022. Increased demand for elastomeric components for vaccines 

and biologics along with increased sales of our active material science technology Activ-Blister™ for our oral 

solid dose solutions and Activ-Film™ technology used with at-home COVID-19 test kits also drove core sales 

growth. Pharma’s adjusted EBITDA for 2022 increased to $441.6 million compared to $425.7 million in 2021. This 

segment’s adjusted EBITDA margin of 32% was impacted by startup costs for our digital health investment and 

our elastomeric component capacity expansion.



Our Aptar Beauty + Home segment, reported that net sales grew slightly in 2022 to $1.44 billion compared to 

$1.43 billion in 2021. Core sales increased 7% in 2022 compared to the prior year. Core sales of our products 

to the beauty market increased as we experienced growth across the majority of our applications. Personal care 

core sales increased due to price increases as well as growth in certain applications such as hair care and sun 

care. Core sales to the home care markets decreased mainly due to lower tooling sales and reduced demand for 

our industrial and household cleaner applications as rates of COVID-19 transmission slowed in certain regions 

during 2022. Beauty + Home’s adjusted EBITDA margin increased to 12% due primarily to product sales growth 

and operational improvements.

Our Aptar Food + Beverage segment reported that net sales increased approximately 3% in 2022 to $522.5 

million compared to $508.6 million in 2021. Core sales increased 5% in 2022 compared to the prior year. Strong 

tooling sales, along with the pass-through of higher material costs, positively impacted 2022 core sales while 

volumes were even with 2021 levels. Core sales to the food market increased while core sales to the beverage 

market decreased during 2022 compared to the prior year. For the food market, we saw strong sales of customer 

tooling along with growth in certain applications such as our granular powder and food service packaging 

products. Core sales to the beverage market declined as higher demand for our bottled water applications 

was not enough to offset the decline in tooling sales. Material pass-throughs do not have any margin, and our 

tooling sales historically have lower margins than our product sales. This change in sales mix, along with some 

operational inefficiencies in North America drove a lower adjusted EBITDA margin of 14%.

CAPITAL ALLOCATION

Aptar has historically maintained a strong and relatively conservative balance sheet and this approach has 

served our customers and shareholders well during challenging economic times. 

In recent years, we have been focusing the majority of our capital allocation toward our higher margin, faster-

growing Pharma segment. Our $180 million injectables expansion program began in 2020 and is ongoing.  

The first phase of our premium product capacity expansion in Granville, France is complete. A new, additional, 

large, state of the art factory, also in Granville, France as well as the expansion of our U.S.-based manufacturing 

facility in Congers, NY will be operational by 2024. We are also expanding our active material science solutions 

facility in Auburn, AL supported by a U.S. government grant.

Through acquisitions and partnerships, we have added capabilities and technologies to feed the innovation 

and talent pipelines, and we have been highly active over the past several years. We made several bolt-on 

acquisitions to expand our pharmaceutical services and digital health offerings, the largest of which was 

Voluntis, a global pioneer in digital therapeutics, now Aptar Digital Health. In addition, our acquisition of 

Metaphase Design Group adds the capabilities of ergonomic product design and human factors engineering—

how consumers and patients think, feel, behave and respond, when using devices and systems.

Our ultramodern site for prestige custom Beauty in Oyonnax, France, is scheduled to open in the second quarter 

of 2023. This new LEED certified site brings together operations from five older manufacturing locations into one 

modern site in the heart of the French manufacturing beauty industry and will service the prestige custom beauty 

market, a growing part of the market for us. During the year, we also launched Go2Lab, our innovation center 

located in Trumbull, CT designed to foster faster packaging innovation development.

In Asia, our new Intelligent Production and R&D Headquarters in Suzhou, China will serve all three segments 

and is scheduled to come online progressively starting in the first half of 2023. We expanded local production of 

our Activ-Vial™ technology at our Guangzhou, China site, and we are on track to complete the construction of 

our new Pharma site in Mumbai, India, which supplies additional local capacity and capability. These strategic 

investments will allow us to capitalize on the favorable demographics in the Asian region. 

On the cost side, we continue our work to reduce our fixed costs and drive profitable growth and margin 

improvements while spending capital wisely. In 2022, we started to leverage our fixed cost base and reduce our 

SG&A as a percentage of sales. We will continue to focus on increasing efficiencies in 2023 and beyond. 



KEY INNOVATION HIGHLIGHTS

Innovation is at the heart of what we do and several of our products are recognized in the markets we serve. 

Aptar’s SimpliCycle™ recyclable valve received the 2022 WorldStar Global Packaging award and the Institute 

of Packaging Professionals recognized Aptar with four AmeriStar awards, three in the sustainability category 

and one in cosmetics. Aptar was also recognized with several awards for our partnership with Dermalogica®, 

a beauty and skincare brand, on the fully recyclable mono-material pump, ‘Future,’ and FusionPKG was 

recognized for its Repeat Refillable Airless package. 

During the year, our customers launched several products using our nasal spray technology including Ryaltris®,  

a novel combination therapy for allergic rhinitis, that was approved by the US Food and Drug Administration.  

Our Pharma team launched HeroTracker® Sense, a digital respiratory health solution that transforms a  

standard metered dose inhaler into a smart connected healthcare device. We also launched our first  

Active-Bottle™ featuring post-consumer recycled (PCR) content, which is now part of Aptar CSP Technologies’ 

Activ-Vial™ solutions. Incorporating PCR content into our Activ-Polymer™ solutions is another step toward 

material circularity. 

In early 2023, our Pharma team announced our first metal-free nasal pump, APF Futurity. When used in 

combination with a high-density polyethylene or polypropylene container, this pump can be recycled as one 

piece. APF Futurity was made possible by the sustainability expertise of our consumer-facing businesses. 

Our Aptar Digital Health business entered a contract with Chiesi Group, an international research-focused 

biopharmaceutical and healthcare company, to bring to market a disease management platform for asthma and 

COPD. Our digital health platforms combine mobile and web apps, connected drug delivery systems, patient 

onboarding, training and advanced data analytic services to actively empower patients and create a positive 

treatment journey. Bringing together healthcare, software and device expertise is unique to Aptar.

This past year marks the first full year of operation for our InVision Lab. This state-of-the-art innovation center in 

France displays the latest in design, engineering and material science that Aptar has to offer enterprise-wide.  

In 2022, we hosted ideation sessions with about 150 customers, most of them in the beauty market. During 

these sessions, we were able to engage and collaborate with our customers at a higher level. Between our 

landmark investment in Oyonnax and the InVision Lab outside of Paris, our customer engagement has continued 

to increase, and our Beauty pipeline has been significantly strengthened.

ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

Environment
Our customers recognize Aptar as an innovation leader that has shaped the drug delivery and consumer product 

dispensing markets while becoming a proactive leader in sustainability. Compared to our 2019 baseline, Aptar 

has made progress in cutting emissions and continues efforts to mitigate climate risks and further the low-

carbon economy, as reported by the Company through global environmental non-profit CDP’s 2022 climate 

change and water questionnaires. We believe Aptar is leading on corporate environmental ambition, action and 

transparency worldwide as proven by our inclusion on the CDP Supplier Engagement Leaderboard for the third 

consecutive year. Today, 65% of our sites are certified as Landfill Free through our internal program. We source 

more than 95% of our global electricity consumption from renewable sources and aim for 100% by 2030. 

In addition to the recognitions by Newsweek in the U.S., and Le Point in France, we received the “Green 

Sustainable Development Contribution” Award in Asia for our efforts in carbon reduction, technology innovation 

and commitment to protecting the environment. 

Connecting with organizations like Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s New Plastics Economy and the World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development provides an invaluable opportunity to share best practices and work on 

larger projects with aligned goals toward a more circular economy. Our commitment to being a sustainable and 

responsible corporate citizen is a global one.



In 2020, we formalized our science-based targets, setting a Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions reduction goal 

consistent with requirements to keep global warming well below 2° Celsius by year 2030, and a Scope 3 

reduction goal consistent with requirements to keep global warming at 2° Celsius by year 2030. We surpassed 

our original Scope 1 and Scope 2 reduction target within the first year of validation by the Science Based Targets 

Initiative (SBTi). Therefore, in 2022 we began working with SBTi to revise the Scope 1 and Scope 2 target to a 

more aggressive ambition, and to align it to the requirements to keep global warming at 1.5° Celsius by 2030. 

This revised target was officially validated by SBTi in March 2023. 

Social
Safety is a top priority, and during 2022 we focused on continued risk reduction through our global 

environmental, health and safety (EHS) management system. This includes a digital platform to report incidents 

as well as track corrective actions. Aptar’s EHS management system includes an Ergonomics program and a 

Behavior Based Safety (BBS) program, which promotes a culture of caring through accountability to self and 

to the team. At year-end 2022, we reduced the Total Recordable Incident Rate (TRIR) by 6% and Lost Time 

Frequency Rate (LTFR) by 7% from year end 2021. We outperformed the TRIR average in our industry, and we 

are closing in on an LTFR that also surpasses our industry average.

With the pandemic moving further into the rear-view mirror in most regions, we are focused on the “next normal” 

which includes selective workplace flexibility, an enhanced focus on employee health and wellness and an ever-

vibrant diverse, equitable and inclusive culture. 

We are pleased to share that we now have three employee resource groups (ERGs).

• ALIGN, or Aptar, Lead Inspire Grow Now is championing the development and upward

progressions of women.

• BOLD, the Black Organization for Leadership, Diversity & Development is providing further development,

networking and support opportunities.

• ARC, the Aptar Rainbow Community is supporting our LGBTQ+ community and its allies.

Each October, we celebrate Diversity Equity & Inclusion Week through the work of our ERGs and company 

leaders, hosting educational sessions and informal community forums to discuss how Aptar can further a 

diverse, equitable and inclusive culture. ALIGN also hosts the annual International Women’s Day event on  

March 8. 

We are committed to promoting and sustaining a sense of belonging for all individuals; by 2025, at least 30% of 

all Aptar leaders at the Vice President level will be women and we are progressing toward our interim goal with 

nearly 25% of VP women leaders as of year-end 2022. 

Again, this year, we were recognized by Forbes as a “World’s Top Female Friendly Company” in addition to an 

award from the sHERO organization in China for the “Best Companies for Female Executives.”

We continue to support the communities where we live and work through local site charitable activities and 

donations, along with our global signatory organization, CARE. In 2022, our donations supported CARE’s 

Ukraine Crisis Fund and other programs. Aptar continues to match employees’ donations made to CARE up to 

$1,000 in contributions per employee per year.



Governance
Aptar is proud to continue to lead in diversity on our Executive Committee and Board of Directors. As of today, 

45% of our directors are women and 27% identify as persons of color.

Aptar’s EVP, CLO and Corporate Secretary, Kimberly Chainey was nominated and selected for the “Elite 100” 

Class of 2023 by Diversity magazine, an award that recognizes Black women executives in the C-Suite. 

Sadly, in April of 2022, our Director, Jesse Wu, passed away. We were very fortunate to benefit from Jesse’s 

wisdom and guidance over the years, especially his substantial knowledge of the consumer product and 

healthcare markets and his valuable contributions to our Asia strategy.

In October, we welcomed Matt Trerotola to Aptar’s Board of Directors. Matt is the CEO of Enovis (formerly Colfax 

Corporation) and a highly accomplished business leader with over 30 years of industrial and medical technology 

experience. He brings a distinct focus on accelerating organic growth as well as strategic acquisitions, margin 

and profitability improvements to the Board.

More recently, Julie Xing joined our Board, adding her more than 20 years of global experience in 

pharmaceutical, medtech, digital health, biotech and diagnostics as well as her considerable and contemporary 

knowledge of Asia to the mix. Julie has served as Executive Chair of the Board of Directors of Mundipharma 

China. Mundipharma is a multinational pharmaceutical leader. Julie is recognized as a highly engaging 

multicultural leader with a strong focus on strategy and talent development. 

TRANSFORMING IDEAS INTO SOLUTIONS THAT IMPROVE EVERYDAY LIFE 

In closing, our broad portfolio of innovative solutions and services, diverse market presence and solid balance 

sheet give us confidence that we will be able to continue to navigate turbulent waters, deliver value to 

shareholders, and take advantage of growth opportunities that present themselves.   

On behalf of Aptar’s Board of Directors and the Executive Committee, I would like to thank you, our 

shareholders, for your continued support and interest in Aptar’s purpose, which is to transform ideas into 

solutions that improve everyday life.

Sincerely,

Stephan B. Tanda
STEPHAN B.  TANDA 

Aptar President and CEO

* Core sales, excluding the negative impact from changes in currency exchange rates and acquisition effects, is a non-U.S. GAAP measure.

See “Non-U,S, GAAP Measures” on page 24 of the 10-K.

This letter contains forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties.

See “Forward-Looking Statements” on page 31 of the 10-K.



























































































































































































Executive Officers, Directors & Board Committees

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Stephan Tanda
President and 

Chief Executive Officer

Robert Kuhn
Executive Vice President, 

Chief Financial Officer 

Kimberly Chainey
Executive Vice President,  

Chief Legal Officer and Secretary

Shiela Vinczeller
Chief Human Resources Officer

Xiangwei Gong
President, Aptar Asia

Marc Prieur
President, Aptar Beauty

Hedi Tlili
President, Aptar Closures

Gael Touya
President, Aptar Pharma

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

George Fotiades
Chairman of the Board; Former President 

and Chief Executive Officer of Cantel 

Medical Corp.; Director of Prologis, Inc.

Giovanna Kampouri Monnas
Director of Exea Ventures BV;  

Director of Puig S.L. 

Andreas Kramvis
Operating Partner, AEA Investors LP

Isabel Marey-Semper
Senior Advisor to Jolt Capital;  

Director of Damae Medical,  

Imagine Institute and Inria Foundation

Candace Matthews
Former Chief Reputation Officer for Amway 

Corp.; Director of MillerKnoll, Inc., Société 

BIC S.A and Spectrum Health Foundation

Maritza Montiel
Former Deputy Chief Executive Officer  

and Vice Chairman of Deloitte LLP (retired); 

Baptist Health South Florida Inc. Board 

of Trustees; Director of McCormick & 

Company, Inc., Royal Caribbean Cruises 

Ltd. and Comcast Corporation

B. Craig Owens
Former Chief Financial Officer  

and Chief Administrative Officer  

of Campbell Soup Company;  

Director of Crown Holdings, Inc.

Stephan Tanda
President and Chief Executive  

Officer; Director of Ingredion

Matt Trerotola
Chief Executive Officer for Enovis 

Corporation; Director of Enovis Corporation

Ralf Wunderlich
Independent Consultant and Senior 

Advisor to private equity firms; 

Director of Essentra PLC, Huhtamaki Oyj 

and Shepherd Building Group Ltd.

Julie Xing
Executive Chair of Mundipharma China;  

Board Advisor on the Board of Directors for 

Mars, Incorporated

BOARD COMMITTEES

Audit Committee
Maritza Montiel, Chair 

Andreas Kramvis 

B. Craig Owens

Management Development and 
Compensation Committee
Giovanna Kampouri Monnas, Chair 

B. Craig Owens 

Ralf Wunderlich

Corporate Governance 
Committee
Candace Matthews, Chair 

Isabel Marey-Semper 

Matt Trerotola



Corporate Information

CORPORATE 
HEADQUARTERS
AptarGroup, Inc. 

265 Exchange Drive, Suite 301  

Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014 

+1-815-477-0424

COUNSEL
Sidley Austin LLP 

One South Dearborn Street 

Chicago, Illinois 60603

INDEPENDENT REGISTERED 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 

One North Upper Wacker Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 60606

STOCK EXCHANGE
AptarGroup common stock is listed 

on the New York Stock Exchange 

(symbol: ATR)

ANNUAL MEETING
The Annual Meeting of Stockholders  

will be held May 3, 2023. Please  

visit investors.aptar.com for  

more information about this event.

STOCK TRANSFER AND  
STOCKHOLDER SERVICES
EQ Shareowner Services 

P.O. Box 64874 

St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0874  

U.S. & Canada: +1-800-468-9716 

International: +1-651-450-4064 

For additional information, visit: 

www.shareowneronline.com 

BY COURIER OR  
EXPRESS DELIVERY
EQ Shareowner Services 

1110 Centre Pointe Curve, Suite 101 

Mendota Heights, Minnesota 55120-4100 

+1-800-468-9716

Notices regarding changes of  

address and inquiries regarding  

lost or stolen certificates and  

transfers of stock should be  

directed to the transfer agent.

OTHER INFORMATION
You may access a copy of the AptarGroup, 

Inc. Form 10-K Report filed with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission 

through the Reports & SEC Filings link on 

the Investor Relations page of our web site 

at www.aptar.com or you may receive 

a copy of the Report by emailing us at 

investorrelations@aptar.com.

Investor Relations Contact
Mary Skafidas 

Senior Vice President, Investor Relations 

and Communications  

1-815-479-5658 

mary.skafidas@aptar.com

WEBSITE
www.aptar.com



Key Progress

OVER

80%
of waste from our operations is 

 recycled or reused.

MORE THAN

95%
of our global electricity consumption 

comes from renewable sources.

65%
of our sites are Landfill  Free certified 

through our  internal program.

45%
of our Board of Directors  

are women.**

27%
of Board members identify as 

 persons of color.**

6%

7%
Lost Time Frequency Rate (LTFR) 

reduction from year end 2021. 

* Used with permission.

©2023 Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

** as of 3/1/2023

*

Environment, Social and Governance

Sustainable Product Innovations

FUTURE
Mono-material 

fully recyclable 

pump

SIMPLYCYCLE™
Fully recyclable  

flow control  

valve

APF FUTURITY
Metal-free, highly 

recyclable nasal 

pump

Aptar believes transparency is necessary for a responsible 

company. We publish an annual sustainability report, highlighting 

our efforts toward the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 

according to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards,  

and we provide a supplemental overview according to the 

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) standards  

as well. 

We include our climate-related financial disclosures within our 

annual CDP (formerly Carbon Disclosure Project) Climate and 

Water assessment responses and publish a stand-alone overview 

in accordance with the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 

Disclosures (TCFD) framework. We also publish an annual 

Communication of Progress according to the United Nations 

Global Compact Communication requirements.
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